The following PDF is a collection of extracted Q & A regarding the topic of “reincarnation” from the many
good years of the English FIGU-Forums “Questions to Billy-Answered” area. It is verbatim Q & A, and
most of the questions and answers regarding rebirth are featured. I am of the opinion this information is
a good supplement to studying the FIGU books. The laborious archive retrieval was created by Corey
Müske of the USA, so this free PDF was possible. Print this off, get yourself a nice plastic report cover
from an office supply store, and you instantly have a homemade reincarnation study guide, straight from
the mouth of Billy Meier, and core-group member Christian Frehner (CF)! :-)
Below the dotted line begins the reincarnation Q & A in chronological order (for verification purposes: the
date featured is the date question was answered). Blue text = Billy’s answer and note from core-group
member Christian Frehner (CF), also Corey Müske’s supplemental notes and translations are included with
each * symbol:
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------August 04, 2001:
Very briefly, could you describe what the average
Earth human experiences between lives...Thanks.
ANSWER: That's not possible because we don't remember and we don't have the words to describe it. No
personality exists anymore, and therefore no thoughts as we are familiar with in our lifetime.
It's the spirit form and the "comprehensive consciousness block" (Gesamtbewusstseinsblock) that enter
the Beyond. The spirit form and the comprehensive consciousness block "analyses/reviews" (=
aufarbeiten) what has not been digested/assimilated prior to death. Love, wisdom etc. are transformed
into a fine-matter form. The former personality is dissolved and transformed into neutral energy. Then a
new personality is "worked out"/developed which incarnates - together with the spirit form - into an
embryo at the 21st day after conception. The new personality has nothing in common with the former
one!
* Gesamtbewusstseinblock = according to the updated FIGU dictionary entry, this translates into English
to "Overall-consciousness-block" or OCB for short.
August 26, 2002:
Hello Billy,
I would like to ask what types of information carry over into future incarnations (for example; spiritual
only or maybe also apptitudes such as for art or science)? Thank you.
ANSWER:
Hi Thomas,
Nothing is carried over to the next "incarnation" (= personality). The only thing that is inherited is genetic
information by/from the parents.
May 21, 2003:
Hi Billy,
Concerning reincarnation, after the death and the time we spend in the beyond, do we come back in the
next life within a 1000 mile radius of where we died? Or, can we come back anywhere on the planet?
Answer
It is not we who come back into a new incarnation, but it's an entirely new personality who has nothing in
common with the former "user" of the spirit form.
As a rule, people are reincarnated into the same culture, race or nation etc. where they died. This means,
that e.g. an Afro-American person in the USA will incarnate as an Afro-American person again, in the USA
and not in Africa. And if a German speaking Swiss person dies, he will incarnate again somewhere in
Switzerland, Austria, Germany or Liechtenstein, etc. In other words: A spirit form will not incarnate in
France, then in Tibet, in Nigeria, and in Greenland, etc. etc. Incarnations occur within the group of people
and cultures where one lived (and thought!) in one's former life.

Sunday, July 27, 2003:
In answer to a question posed to you from this discussion board recently, you said that, as a rule, people
are reincarnated into the same culture, race or nation where they died, emphasising as an example that
an Afro-American in the USA will reincarnate as an Afro-American again in the USA and not in Africa. Then
you said, a spirit form will not reincarnate in France, then in Tibet, then Nigeria. . . Incarnations occur
within the group of people and cultures where one lived (and thought!) in one's former life. If this is so,
how is it that your spirit has reincarnated as a Jew in Israel, then an Arab in Saudi Arabia (Mecca) and
then as a Swiss in Switzerland? This seems to contradict the answer you have given.
Answer
This is no contradiction because there wasn't a big difference between the civilizations etc. of Palestine
and Arabia (or India) at that time. The reincarnations followed the path of the spreading knowledge across
to Europe (during a time period of many hundreds of years, and several incarnations).
Perhaps it's wise now to give some additional information regarding Billy's earlier explanations: The
explanations which you quoted above are directed to ( meant for) persons who are not yet familiar with
the laws of reincarnation. It's a simplified explanation.
Actually, reincarnation doesn't depend on the skin color, but on the education and civilization and
evolutional level of a person, a group of persons, peoples, nations, etc. From this follows that, as an
example, a white US American person may reincarnate as a black US American person, and vice versa.
And an educated European scientist will not reincarnate in the Amazon jungle among a native tribe, etc.;
and a person who strongly or fanatically believes in Islam or Jewish faith (e.g. who lives in Arabia or
Israel, etc.) will not incarnate into a well-educated family in Sweden or Holland, etc.
What really matters regarding reincarnation is the level of evolution (of understanding, knowledge,
freedom of thinking, culture, etc.) of a person, both on a personal level, and also regarding the
surrounding society. The average level of evolution/civilization of a nation has an influence on the location
of incarnation of a spirit form.
An average Swiss person (or rather his spirit form) who is accustomed to (more or less) freedom of
speech, democracy, security, welfare, pluralism, etc., will not reincarnate in Arabia or some other country
where religion has a strong hold on the everyday life of the citizens. (As a rule: The more religious a
nation is, the more opposed to progress it is, and the less evolved with regard to civilization/technique
etc. it is.)
October 11, 2003:
How much say does our own spirit have in regards
to selecting next incarnation, ie. is it our own spirit that decides and select next suitable incarnation, or is
this being selected for it ?
Answer
Our spirit doesn't have a say in this.
The next incarnation is "selected" by way of natural/creational laws, on a vibratory level. --- In our
modern times with the immense overpopulation there has come a factor of disorder into the whole
process. In other words, spirit forms have to incarnate again before the "comprehensive consciousness
block" (Gesamtbewusstseinblock) has completely dissolved the old personality and/or completed the new
personality. From this results that so many human beings suffer from a variety of ailments, handicaps,
problems, "softness", proneness to drug addiction, etc. etc.
* Gesamtbewusstseinblock = according to the updated FIGU dictionary entry, this translates into English
to "Overall-consciousness-block" or OCB for short.
January 30, 2005:
When I consider the lives of certain individuals, such as those who are driven to succeed in becoming what
they desire to be, it seems to me that the strength of will they possess to achieve their goal is
insurmountable. I can’t imagine that such a strong personality wouldn’t have a major influence on future
incarnations, particularly on that incarnation directly succeeding it. I would have thought that the spirit
form of such an individual would reincarnate in the body of someone who is destined to live an equally
notable life, within a similar, if not the same, profession. My question is, therefore, do the spirit forms of
successful individuals reincarnate into lives that are destined to perform similar roles? For example, would
the spirit form of someone in power reincarnate into the life of someone who is also likely to acquire a
position of power?

Answer
No. An incarnation as a king can be followed by an incarnation as a beggar, and then as a shepherd, etc.
etc.
March 04, 2005:
Following on from my last question to you, where I asked: Do the spirit forms of successful individuals
reincarnate into lives that are destined to perform similar roles? You answered, “An incarnation as a king
can be followed by an incarnation as a beggar, and then as a shepherd, etc.” Having thought about this, it
seems to me that the difference between a king and a beggar is, or can be, as enormous as the difference
between a scientist and someone who is devoutly religious, seeing as most beggars we see in the streets
aren’t able to rule over their own lives, let alone a country. This being the case, from the viewpoint of
evolution, an incarnation as a king being followed by an incarnation as a beggar seems as absurd as an
incarnation as a scientist being followed by an incarnation as someone who is devoutly religious (we know
this isn’t possible because of the difference in evolution between them). Yet not all beggars are the same.
Some, I am certain, have it in them to make something of themselves. And I am also certain that if an
incarnation as a king is ever followed by an incarnation as a beggar, he will be such a person, for
otherwise I don’t see how you can account for one’s spiritual and conscious evolution, seeing as one grows
stronger and wiser through a succession of incarnations that follow on from one another progressively. My
question, therefore, is: If an incarnation as a king is followed by an incarnation as a beggar, will this
person have it in himself to take control of his life for the better, or will he remain a common beggar who
doesn’t have the strength of will to take control, assuming the king was a strong-minded and determined
man?
Answer
The former personality is not relevant to the one of the next (the actual) incarnation. The consciousnessrelated development/evolution is not based on the material things, but on knowledge and wisdom.
(Note by CF: In each incarnation the personality is once again free to decide about the course of one’s life,
namely through one’s thoughts and actions. It’s not the position a person is holding in a life, e.g. the
position of a director, king, farmer, etc., but the things the person is learning by leading the life and doing
the job, etc.)
April 25, 2005:
Your answer to my last question stated that “the consciousness-related development/evolution is not
based on material things, but on knowledge and wisdom,” with a note included by Christian Frehner,
saying that “it isn’t the position a person is holding in a life, but the things he is learning…” Considering
this answer I feel my question has been misunderstood, as I was actually enquiring about one’s conscious
will, and not necessarily about one’s material existence and status in life. I have always supposed that the
will a human being possesses, originating from one’s consciousness, is developed in strength from one
incarnation to the next, and in this way affects each subsequent incarnation, even though the spirit form
has an unconscious consciousness. But if you say “the former personality is not relevant to the next
incarnation”, in the sense that they are completely unrelated even in consciousness, then it seems to
imply that human beings gain nothing from their spiritual evolution, but that all wisdom and knowledge is
purely for the benefit of the spirit. Is this correct?
Hi Joseph,
It might be a good idea in the future if you don't feel you are receiving a satisfactory answer to write to
FIGU directly. Please remember English is not native to either Billy or Christian. The answers you are
seeking appear to be requiring a more lengthy response which is going beyond the scope of the intent of
this section of the forum. Thanks for your understanding. Moderator
Answer
Yes, that’s correct.
The will does increase/grow only if there is a consciousness-related evolution present. From this also the
will is evolving. Only that which is stored is relevant for the next life/incarnation. If something negative is
necessary to create something positive, then this is evolution-increasing (“evolutiv” in German).
Knowledge, wisdom, love, logic, freedom and peace are decisive for the evolution in the next life
(transmitted as impulses).

June 06, 2005:
Hi Billy, can you with absolute certainty say that reincarnation is a law and that there is no punishment
after death? Can one really be so sure about this? There is so many people that is afraid of the so-called
"hell", and it would be nice to know if you could garantie(?) this, and shortly explain why it really is so.
Thank you.
Answer
Yes, Billy can really guarantee for that. Hell is not a place, but a state of mind (consciousness- and
psyche-related). And there is absolutely NO punishment after death.
Billy is sure about this because he knows.

June 27, 2005:
Hi Billy.
Which would cause the greatest shift in human conciousness?:
a) A public landing of ETs
or
b) The scientific discovery of survival of death and reincarnation?
Answer
B.
June 28, 2005:
Hello Billy,
In your small brochure «Ein Wort zu Mann und Frau …» you write that «Basically speaking, we are to
notice that firstly are all embryos of female type. A transformation to male ones – when it becomes male
– follows first from the eight to tenth week of pregnancy, namely through development of larger amount
of hormone, e.g. Testosteron.»
«Grundlegend ist dabei beachten, dass erstlich alle Embryos weiblicher Natur sind. Eine Wandlung zum
Männlichen – wenn es ein Junge wird – erfolgt erst während der achten bis zehnten
Schwangerschaftswoche, und zwar duch die Entwicklung einer grösseren Menge Hormone, wie z.B.
Testosteron.»
The question is: How can be the gender of a person “in development” for such a long time, 8-10 weeks of
pregnancy, when the gender, on chromosomen level XX/XY, is determinated after impregnation?
Answer
The gender is not determined immediately after impregnation, but by the personality that enters the
embryo (together with the spirit form) on the 21st day of pregnancy. It is the new personality that has
been created by the comprehensive consciousness block (Gesamtbewusstseinblock) that „steers/directs“
the developing embryo in order to remain a female body or to become a male body. This process is made
possible by the spirit’s force/power. The spirit form is responsible for the necessary impulses for this
process, but the spirit form itself does NOT decide about the gender. It’s the new personality and its
aspects/goals/etc. that determine the gender of the developing baby/human being.
Saturday, July 22, 2006:
Hi Billy
Thanks for your answer that the chromosomes are the determining factor for the gender of a new born
baby.
Supposing, there is a person, before he dies, he has a strong will and every reason of becoming a man

again in his next life.
My question is: Is there any chance that this spirit will engage with an embryo with XX (female)
chromosome? What would happen then?
Answer
Contrary to knowledge, wish factors (Wunschfaktoren) are not (cannot be) transferred into a next life.
After the end of one’s life the personality is dissolved before an entirely new one is built up.
The gender is determined by genetics alone.
November 26, 2006:
Do thoughts of previous lives influence, the birth of the next life? If not, then what decides what birth the
spirit form would take in the next life?
Answer
This is a process of “Fügung/Fuegung” (there is no correct translation into English). This process cannot
be influenced/steered. Procreation/fathering etc. are playing a role, through which the new personality
with the ego, consciousness etc. is being created.
* Fügung = causal foreordination
Jan. 28,2008:
Hi Billy, In each new incarnation, I would imagine that we will have different likes, hobbies & professions
etc., than we did in the last lifetime, so its very possible we will not find your Teachings again. It would be
nice to get some clarification on this from you.
If a person really lives according to the spirit teachings or is really trying to live according to it, then the
person will have a good chance to find to it in a next incarnation and take up the impulses. Everything
depends on a person’s interest.
Jan. 28, 2008:
The short human life span of 70-100 years, along with the overpopulation of the planet, puts the
reincarnation process with a shorter duration period for the spirit. In this situation many of the newer
spirits evolving have less experiences and/or less time to review the life just left. Combine with a fast
changing world along with weaker family ties, the less experienced spirit enters back into a new
personality with great challenges. My question is, will this cause the personality unusual characteristics
that seem to compound the problems of our societies. I acknowledge that a well structured family that
raises a child correctly will have the strongest effect on the child's upbringing. It's the other child that is
not as fortunate I am wondering about. Is this a receipt for a condition that will suddenly correct itself on
a massive scale if allowed to continue to the natural threshold.
As long as there is overpopulation on Earth there will be negative effects because human beings (spirit
form and consciousness-block) are reincarnated too early. These negative effects can also occur in
children who are born into “well-structured” families.
Interpersonal relations are disturbed or even destroyed, and there are also effects on the environment
and the planet itself.
August 24, 2008:
Dear Billy,
Since we are living in the most serious time in human history it seems like a "special" kind of love is
necessary in order to endure the difficult times in the future. Is it possible that some who were in "true
love" relationships in past lives have been or will be reunited in this life after a promise was made to do
so, thus bringing about a special kind of certainty in love?
Since there is always a new personality in each existence/incarnation (no exceptions!), it is not possible
that two persons can promise to meet each other again in a next existence to continue with a “true love”.
There is no pre-determination (Vorbestimmung).

The correct way to improve the future is by realizing the Creational laws and commandments, and to live
in line with them.
Sept. 26,2008:
Dear Billy, This is hard to put in words but I will give it a try. Right now I know that I am me. I know that
I am not that other person sitting next to me, or that other person I see walking down the street, or that
person on TV. I know that I am me. When I am reincarnated will I know that I am an individual? I may
not remember who I was in a past life, but will I know that I am a being looking out of the new beings
eyes?
If a person is consciously evolving he will always know that "I am me“.
You as a person do not reincarnate. There will be an entirely new “I” that has no memory or knowledge
about this your present “I”.
October 26, 2008 :
Dear Billy:
Thank you once again for answering my questions; I appreciate each opportunity to clarify my learning
through this section of the Forum.
You have mentioned before that the spirit will reincarnate in the same culture and same level of evolution
regarding knowledge, wisdom, love; so the spirit will reincarnate in a group of affinity to preserve
continuity in its evolution. But my question is:
Due to overpopulation is it possible that this law is being broken and spirits are reincarnating in different
groups of society that are not of the same level of evolution. In other words; spirits are being forced to be
born in different locations (no education/religious) where the spirit would suffer a setback?
No, spirit forms do still reincarnate in the same cultural and consciousness-related region/society. What is
different is the periods of life and afterlife = the time the spirit form is dwelling in the Beyond.
Example: A spirit form of a Swiss person who has been educated in Switzerland will reincarnate again in
the Western European region, and not in the Sahara desert region.
But the spirit form of a person from Central Africa, who has come to Switzerland as a child and has been
educated in Switzerland and continues to live there, may be incarnating again in Europe.
Everything depends on the consciousness-related evolution.
Oct.26,2008:
Hi Billy
The story of the Nokodemion spirit form is quite fascinating. My question adresses the 144218 peoples
that freely decided to contribute/help/assist his mission 12000 million years ago.
The "normal" evolutionary cycle of human beings include 40-80 million years up to the high council level
and 60000-80000 million years to reach arahat athersata.
There is something wrong with the evolutionary cicle of those 144218, because it does not match the
"regular" or "normal" evolutionary cycle. They all should have already reached High Council level. What
happens to them, to the so called "Getreuen", do they stay in the beyond for longer time between
incarnations, in comparison to "normal" reincarnation cycles?
There have been long periods when that group of spirit forms had been “laid on ice” (in a waiting
position). However, this is a one-time exception, because all other spirit forms in our universe are
evolving at normal speed and are finishing their incarnation cycles much faster and at “normal speed”.
All the many descendants of those “Getreue” have already entered the level of Arahat Athersata and have
lived through their normal evolutionary cycle.
Feb.28,2009:
Hello Mr Meier. I would like to ask about reincarnation. It seems that for every scientific bit of knowledge
that their is to discover, there are hints and bits of evidence in nature that lead us to that knowledge. It

seems to me that is also the case for spiritual knowledge. However, in spite of the fact that reincarnation
seems evident to me, I can not seem to find any evidence for it in nature since I cannot find any evidence
that the spirit exists. I understand and feel that the spirit exists, but that is just a belief since I don't don't
actually "know" it exists. Is there anything in nature that is visible to average humans that points to the
existence or likelyhood of reincarnation? Thanks for your help and advice...
The easiest example is to observe plants that wither in winter and are growing anew in spring. Life is
stored within the roots or the bulb. A tree that looses its leaves can be compared to the spirit form, and
the new leaves and blossoms etc. are the new personality and consciousness.
The spirit can be observed in the fact that there is life.
March 30,2009:
Dear Billy:
Regarding time spent in the beyond between material lives: Due to overpopulation, instead of 152 years
between lives, what is the average time (these days), and can spiritforms literally spend only hours, days,
weeks or months before reentering a fetus? Is there a formula based on the length of ones lifetime? If one
lives only 20 years, will they generally spend less time in the beyond than one who lives to 80?
Danke schön.
The average time of 152 years between lives is just a ratio, based on a life that had a duration of 100
years.
Due to overpopulation this ratio is put out of function and, therefore, no statements can be made
regarding the length of a spirit-form’s period in the beyond. Therefore, if we take your example, the spiritform of that person who has lived 80 years may incarnate sooner than the one of the other person.
June 30,2009:
Hello,
what happens to the spirit while awaiting reincarnation?
Since the spirit exists in timelessness, you can say that it rests or slumbers in a waiting position. In that
state it can absorb (aufnehmen) information from the storage banks of the overall consciousness block
(formerly called comprehensive consciousness block; see http://dict.figu.org).
Another term for that state: slumber-like state of rest.
August 23, 2009:
hello billy,
my question is in regards to love, or true love (?)
if over the course of many incarnations, two spirits incarnate into bodies and these 2 people meet one
another and say for example, one life they are brother and sister, another life they are lovers, another
they are friends, in another they are mother and daughter etc.
is there some kind of bond or love that grows stronger where perhaps the two spirits are more or less
determined to always come together. and that, perhaps at a certain point when these two are able to
recall the past incarnations or view future ones, that these individuals would make the concious effort to
reunite again and again?
or perhaps i should put it this way. if one has the ability to find out wether or not a person was there wife
or husband etc in previous lives, and there was existng love between them, would it be a (from a spiritual
viewpoint)advisable course of action to take, to seek to continue and strengthen that bond between two
spirits?
is there some thing you can perhaps state that may give me some valuble insight in regards to this idea?
( i do realize it's one question per turn so please answer however you think is suitable)
thank you.
Since personalities (= that which makes a person and individual with a certain name and thinking etc.) do
never incarnate again, but are dissolved after death, it is not relevant whether two spirit forms (or rather
the connected personalities) have been in some interaction in former existences. Relationships, marriages
and parent-child relations in this life are entirely non-relevant in future lives because each life has to deal
with new people, relationships and circumstances.

Aug.24,2009:
Hi Christian,
Dear Billy,
Thank once again for answering my previous question. I knew the answer in my heart and appreciate the
validation that my thinking is once again on the right track! Thankfully I did not suffer too much damage
during my two year exploration of esoteric nonsense ;).
On the subject of reincarnation I am trying to understand it in more depth. For example, if person who is
born into this lifetime comes into a very hard life such as being born into a family where they suffered
neglect, physical abuse, humiliation, poverty, and having to deal with uncaring or drug addicted parents
chooses to rise above this and lead a decent life. How did the previous life determine personality and
circumstances in this present lifetime, and how does the lifetime being experienced now and how it is lived
determine the next incarnation? I am looking for a specific example using the above scenario so that I can
understand the reincarnation process and how all this is all determined.
Thank you to you Billy, and to everyone at FIGU for having the courage to participate in this important
mission . I look forward to visiting the center in September!
There is no influence from a former life, and there is no influence on a future life. Each life must be
taken as a independent unit, led by a new and unburdened personality.
Aug.24,2009:
Dear Billy
Thanks for your previous answer in confirming that it is universal a spirit-form will incarnate into the
embryo on the 21st or 22nd day after fertilization.
As the length of the day will be different from planet to planet, say:
On Earth, it will be 24hours X 21days = 504 hours.
On Planet A, it will be 36hours X 21days = 756 hours.
On Planet B, it will be 90hours X 21days = 1890 hours.
My question is : Does it mean that the time in hours before the incarnation of a spirit-form will be of very
much different from planet to planet?
No, this has to do with the distance between the planet and its sun, plus several other factors, like the
way of life etc.
Sept.27,2009:
Dear Billy,
Are spirit forms usually part of a collective except during this time of overpopulation on Earth? In other
words, if the population was closer to normal, would we be our grandparents, or great grandparents and
so on? It is my understanding that this is how it normally works. And because of overpopulation, or other
factors, some ET spirit forms have been born to Earth spirit parents or out of their 'collective' if there is
such a thing. Please clarify or correct me if I am wrong.
You are confusing things.
Spirit forms are always a collective, a „We form“, just as the human beings on Earth are as humankind.
Overpopulation has an effect only on the duration of the time between two incarnations.
A questions: How can we be our grandparents when they are still alive?!
Each personality is unique and will never be incarnated again. Therefore, nobody can incarnate as
such and such.
Sept.27,2009:
Dear Billy
Thanks for the answers towards the incarnation of a spirit-form into an embryo.

It was mentioned that: it is “Universal” for a spirit-form to incarnate into the embryo on the 21st or 22nd
day after fertilization.
Yes. This applies for all hominide life forms = human beings on all planets in the universe.
It was also mentioned that: this has to do with the distance between the planet and its sun, plus several
other factors.
No, this refers to the time span of the „life/live“ and the „after death/in the beyond life“
periods only, the ratio between the time alive and the time in the beyond.
November 29, 2009:
Dear Billy,
In my previous question when I asked if spirit forms are part of a collective or we-form, what I meant was
if it wasn't for overpopulation would spiritforms which are part of a we-form incarnate as our great great
grandparents in previous generations. It is my understanding that because of overpopulation it is not like
this anymore, that spirit forms incarnate into a different family that is not part of the same we-form.
Please explain, if you would, the circumstances that determines the incarnation lineage of spiritforms that
are part of a we-form. Under what circumstances do they incarnate in the same family, many generations
apart of course?
Incarnation „in the same family“ is a rare exception and not the rule, because there are no „familiar
bonds“ over incarnations.
Family bonds don’t play a role in the incarnation laws.
March 1, 2010:
Hello Billy,
My question relates to reincarnation. I have come to understand through various sources that the Plejaren
and yourself know for sure that reincarnation is a fact. I would like you to expound on the method of how
this is known as fact, is it proven through the use of spiritual/consciousness abilities or do the Plejaren
have technology that allows them to know or both. Please explain this as this is a point that comes up in
my discussion with others, very often.
Incarnation is a fact, and this is proven by the fact that you can follow back "into" your own former
incarnations if you have the ability to do so. This can be done through/via the storage banks.
(Note by CF: Besides, it would be absolutely illogical and unjust if a person would incarnate/live only once
and then either disappear into oblivion/nirvana or into a heaven up in the clouds to smell god's feet or
settle down into hell where one must enjoy the warmth of eternal fire for all eternity. Our universe cannot
having been built upon the tiniest amount of illogic because else it would not have become existent.)
July 22, 2010:
Dear Billy and Christian:
Thank you very much for the advice. In this last month I was controlling my negative thoughts in a better
way and with your advice I feel much more optimistic. I think meditation could benefit me and therefore, I
am reading your book.
I have a question about this sentence: “ Die grobe Linie des Lebens namlich allein ist vorbestimmt, so
namlich der eigentliche Weg, den du zu gehen hast. Nicht vorbestimmt aber ist deine individuelle
Handlungweise und das Drum und Dran, wie du eine jegliche Sache bewältigst.
Translation: “ The coarse line of life is namely predetermined, namely the actual way that you have to go
through. It is not predetermined however, your individual behavior and the bits and pieces like each thing
that you have to deal with.”
I tried to translate this sentence and from what I understood, the coarse part of our lives is
predetermined, but the many decisions that we make along the way are up to us. Can you please tell me

what this sentence means? (I probably didn’t understand due to my translation)
Hi Scott:
I forgot to include the name of the book and the page for my question.
“Einfuhrung in die Meditation” page 35.
Thank you.
The rough line of our life is pretermined, i.e. pregnancy, fetus, birth, life, dying, death. The rest is left to
our decisions
* see OM canon 32:07 for 7 pre-determinations while fetus is still in mother's womb:
OM 32:07 translation: “when the human being still remains unborn in the mother’s womb, it’s determined
for the fetus: it’s duration of life, kind of death, also it’s knowledge, what it will occupy or preoccupy itself
with (when grown), it’s character, it’s intelligence, and it’s mode of life.
OM 32:07 original German: “Noch wenn der Mensch ungeboren im Mutterliebe verweilt, bestimmt er sich
seine Lebensdauer und seine Todesart, so aber auch sein Wissen, seine Beschäftigung, seinen Charakter,
seine Intelligenz und seine Lebensweise.”
*= note: in the following explanation to this verse, Billy writes much of this information is inherited
genetically from the parents, which can affect duration of life, and kind of death: such as heart disease,
which can lead to an early death of the affected human being. Inherited information RE: the preoccupations, character, and mode of life are factors of impulses from the mother, results from the
environment, and also results from the storage-banks that impulse through the subconsciousness
(Unterbewusstsein). All of the 7 factors listed in OM 32:07 are passed on from the mother, and the
environment as fruits of the mother’s womb, and also genetically inherited factors. The unconscious way
of passing this on between mother, and unborn child results in the passed-on determination, and there
are also new determinations after the birth of the child.
*= note: see answered question from August 25, 2014 RE: the one way transmission of unconscious
impulses during pregnancy from parents to the unborn child recipient to form the child’s basic character,
educational character, and the self-educational character.
unknown date (supplemental information):
Dear Billy and Christian,
I read in OM Kanon 32 verse 7 that employment (Beschäftigung) is determined for an unborn embryo
when it is still in the mother's womb. Why is it that some people feel a sense of destiny when it comes to
employment and others do not...? Some people take whatever job they can find to support themself
(which if we are to read OM 32:7 is pre-determined).
The term "Beschäftigung" has nothing to do with the false translation "employment", but rather with what
a person occupies or preoccupies himself with.
BTW: The embryo takes up the impulses in a passive way.
(Note by CF: Choosing a job is based on many different factors: Availability, ability, interest, having or not
having ambitions, motivation, interest, etc. etc. It's not a question of decisions from the embryo-stage,
but of making conscious decisions during one's entire life = according to the law of cause and effect.)
July 23,2010:
Hi Billy thank you for your tremendous work and extend this gratitude to the whole group.
In recent weeks I have been thinking about the socalled storage banks and how they support(back up)
human evolution. If I'm not wrong there exist universal, galactic and planetary storage banks where all
kind of personal and colective knowledge is saved. Quite often has occurred and will continue to occur that
space travelers have
accidents with their space ships and from that moment on they shall reincarnate in a different planet or
civilization. It comes to my mind the case of the bardans, Tunguska, 1917.
My question is, will those stranded space travelers like the bardans in Tunguska feel like strange,
disoriented, out of place, not integrated in their new planet's first encarnation because their "reference

system" about civilization's habits and rules is completely different ? (Something similar had to happen to
the old lyrans and wegans, but those lyrans and wegans have had so many reincarnations on Earth that
they do not feel strange on Earth, but familiar and even consider themselves an earth human in all
aspects. Again, the question: When incarnating for the first time on a different planet, do human beings
feel "out of place" because they have no experiences in that planet (they have not stored a single
experience, thought, feeling in their "new" planetary storage banks)?
No. If a rather highly-evolved human being dies on another planet, his next consciousness-block is
adjusted to the level on that planet. In the case of the Bardans or their spirit forms respectively, they
will incarnate in the highest-possible cultural area on the planet.
The consciousness-block is always adjusted the the evolutionary level of a population on a planet. A
person could not exist if the gap/difference is too large.
October 24, 2010:
Dear Billy and Christian:
I have a question about the evolution of the spirit. When a scientist dies in the middle of the jungle,
his/her spirit will travel back to the culture, which is more suited to continue its evolution. Then I was
wondering; is the spirit of a human attracted by the vibration of the spirits of their parents or the mother,
so that the spirit is born from parents that are evolved as well? Or does the reincarnation of the spirit
happen in a complete random way, but within the same culture?
The parents have no influence on the attraction of a spirit form into the embryo. Everything is occurring
"fügungsmässig". The spirit form does incarnate into a region/culture where there is a similar average
level of evolution to its own.
* fügungsmässig = causal foreordination-based, causal foreordination-related.
Oct. 25,2010:
Billy, why does the spirit of the human being has to stay in the fine matter world for 152 years and is this
based only when a planet has a human population of approximately five hundred million?
This is a proportional number only and means that if a person lives 100 years, the duration in the fine
matter world would last 152 years (if there is NO overpopulation on this planet).
(Note by CF: This number of 152 is connected to planet Earth and does differ from planets in other solar
systems.)
Nov. 29, 2010:
Hi Billy we all know the problems overpopulation is causing to our planet. I imagine that overpopulation
causes not only problems in this material dimension where people incarnate in material bodies(diesseits)
but also in the beyond (jenseits). What I would like to know is if there can appear negative consecuencies
to our next personality if due to overpopulation, instead of staying in the beyond say 152 years, we stay a
mere 1 or 5 years.
I came to this conclusion after thinking that the material realm and the beyond are two different
manifestations of the same reality so, if overpopulation does provoke all kind of negative consecuences in
the material real, it should also provoke negative consecuences in the beyond.
Does a very short stay/permanence in the beyond imply or result in negative/unfavorable living conditions
for our next personalities? How does overpopulation affect the processes taking place in the beyond?
Thank you and stay well.
If a spirit form is forced to reincarnate too soon, the overall consciousness-block had not
enough time to fully "program" the new personality. As a result, there are human beings born who
have great problems to get firm ground under their feet or, in other words, to live into their life. Other
effects are weakness, non-thoroughness, instability, etc.

Jan. 23, 2011:
Dear Billy
Thanks for your recent answer on the “two sides” development of the Spirit-Form related to Human and
apes.
My existing understanding is that there are different types of spirit-form reside in different life-forms such
as insects, fishes, plants, animals etc.
My question is: Did all types of spirit-form evolve and branch off from one single original type of spiritform?
Yes, from one universal type of spirit form, a neutral energy form. During evolution, the spirit form that is
within all kinds of living forms, evolves in unison with the life form in question, e.g. bacteria, plant,
mammal, human being.
April 25,2011:
Billy, how does the spirit review its last incarnation when it is in the fine matter world?
The spirit form does not review its last re-incarnation, as, btw, is also the case with the former
consciousness block because it has ceased to exist and has been dissolved into pure energy.
Oct. 1,2011:
Thanks for taking the time answering questions and enlighting us Billy
By doing a search for answers,ive learnt that the 'spirit' generaly has no recollection of its 'Former Lives'!
My questions is, when we are 'Reincarnated' many (possibly thousands or millions) times over, is it
possible that we can 'link or meet again' live our lives meet again with any former 'physical' family or
friends thats weve encountered in our previous lifetimes? (although we have no memories of it) ? if thats
the case 'why' is it for a learning process? to the individuals. do we reincarnate as a same'Group' or
people to meet again. I ask as you said that we generaly are 'reincarnated' into the same (Planet) 'country
or was it culture' that we were born!
Yes, that's possible, but not the rule.
The spirit form reincarnates because of the learning process. This is generally so, and also so if there may
be a case when two spirit forms have been reincarnated in two persons who are related to each other at
that time and who, as other personalities, had been related before.
Oct.1,2011:
Dear Billy,
If any humans from another world came to earth, lived and died here, it means their spirit-form would be
bound to earth and their next incarnation would be on earth.
Now if they are spiritually more developed than humans on earth, lets say a 1000 to 2000 years, does
that mean that their spirit forms would stay in the beyond for a longer time, until the majority of humans
on earth have reached similar or close spiritual development level?
This has already happened on Earth, e.g. when the Lyrians came to this planet and died here. They just
"joined" the spirit forms of the original Earth humans. They had not to wait for the Earth humans to "catch
up". The effect of an extraterrestrial spirit form is automatically "blocked" when it reincarnates on a
foreign planet where the average evolutionary level of the people is lower. But of course there remains a
influence to the effect that the person with the ET spirit form shows a somewhat higher level of evolution
in the material life.
Nov.26,2011:
Hello Eduard and all at FIGU, your efforts are much appreciated.
I just have a question and I hope you can answer it for me. I am slowly reading 'Dekalog Dodekalog' as
my german is not too good yet, and verse number 459 on page 59 says ; "Yet without compliance in the
laws and recommendations of the Creation this is not possible, because when the awake time of the
Creation must give way to the time of slumber and you haven't in this time fulfilled your purpose of

perfection and returning to the Creation, then you fall victim to Totsein for all-great-times in an absolute
elimination."
Can you explain to me what this means please. How can the spirit-form fall victim to an absolute
elimination?
Thank you for your time.
Saalome.
You shall not take this literally because it is just a "if". In reality this will not be the case because no spirit
form will be left back. Each spirit form will reach the level of Arahat Athersata and upwards.
(Note by CF: Some stubborn and lazy people need 60 million years, others need 40 million years
only to reach the level of the High Counsel. It looks like some individuals are in need of "einem
'Chlapf' mit der Geissel", as we say in Switzerland.)
Nov.26,2011:
Greetings Billy,
A question concerning the number of reincarnations a spiritform undertakes during it's development.
You have previously stated that once a spiritform reaches the High Council semi spirit level which might
occur after 60-80 million years of material reincarnations then no more reincarnations take place and a
spiritform at that level will gradually evolve and transform into the first level of pure spiritform Arahat
Athersata.
The question concerns the first 60-80 million years of material reincarnations occurring on various
planets.
Lets take a low average of 60 years per material life then 90 years in the beyond between lives making
150 years per reincarnation as an example.
Then we must consider if it's actually possible for that to occur continuously in an unbroken series and for
that to occur there must be a sufficient living population on the planet to facilitate this.
With approximately 127 billion spiritforms assigned to this planet waiting in the queue it would take an
extremely long time given the up to now relatively low population levels for each one to continuously
reincarnate within the parameters of the cycle.
Most human spiritforms are less than 1.5 million years old which indicates by the mathematics that they
may have had 10,000 reincarnations at most.
Most humans are not hulking brutes or grunting club swinging neanderthals though a few with that type of
mentality manage to become political and religious leaders somehow but that's beside the point.
Indigenous earth spirits who started reincarnating at the very start 4.5 million years ago might have had
30,000 reincarnations at most then the few spiritforms of extraterrestrial origin who died here are
obviously older.
The mathematics.
150 years = 1 reincarnation.
1,500 years = 10 reincarnations.
15,000 years = 100 reincarnations.
150,000 years = 1,000 reincarnations.
1.5 million years = 10,000 reincarnations.
15 million years = 100,000 reincarnations.
60 million years = 400,000 reincarnations.
75 million years = 500,000 reincarnations.
So by the mathematics if an average age of 60 years material life is maintained and that's probably not
correct as advanced populations can live to 1,000 years and beyond then logically how many
reincarnations can fit into 60-80 million years ?
On average it would probably be less than 500,000 yet Semjase & Ptaah have both stated in contact
reports billions. Even if those were mistranslations or misinterpretations and they really said millions even
that doesn't fit mathematically.

So what exactly could it be ? How many reincarnations ?
If the actual linear time requirement for material reincarnations was 60-80 billion years then some millions
of reincarnations would indeed be possible using those mathematical calculations but you have stated it's
60-80 million years of material reincarnations and no more after the semi spirit level.
Can you finally lay this issue to rest and explain how it works.
Out of all the material I've read so far it's the only unexplainable anomaly though how a spiritform which
enlivens a human body can visit itself via time travel into the past or future is also another difficult
concept to grasp but that's another question.
You cannot take an average to calculate the amount of lifetimes. The higher evolved a person is, the
longer he lives. There are lives of less than one year, and there are lives longer than a thousand years.
And a person who fulfills his reincarnation cycle within 40 million years, will have to use less incarnations
than a person who needs 60 million years to get rid of his material body. All of this depends on the
motivation, the learning and the evolution of the individual.
Regarding Ptaah and Semjase speaking of "billions" of years: they meant (spoke of) humanity as a
whole/collective, and not an individual. When they are talking about "Mensch der Erde" oder "der
Erdenmensch", they mean humanity as a whole.
Dec. 24,2011:
Dear Eduard,
After death, it takes about 1.5 times the life-span of a human to incarnate once again into the material
life. During the time in the beyond, the actual time one earth is different then in the beyond dimension.
What would be the exact ratio of the time here and the time there, if there is a measurable time in the
beyond?
Thank you,
Warm regards to you, the CG, and all members around the world.
In the so-called "beyond" (realm of the other world) there is no time calculation, because that realm is
timeless. There are no watches in the "beyond".
Dec.24,2011:
Billy, can you please, if possible explain to me how did the Plejaren come to the conclusion that on Earth
the human spirit or sprirt-forms has to stay the duration it was in the coarse matter world multiplied by
about one and a half times in the fine matter world? I mean, how is this calculated?
The ratio between the duration to exist in the "realm of the other world" (beyond) and the actual life is
depending on the distance between a planet and its sun. This is a law of Creation and is working
normally when there is no overpopulation on a planet.
Dec.24,2011:
Hi Billy,
In one of your previous answers, you said that "David Wilcock is no Edgar Cayce." Since we know
personalities do not reincarnate but the spirit form does, we can assume that your answer means the
spirit-form of the two are not the same. If not, please elaborate.
My question is which source was this confirmation from?
Thank you.
Just by thinking logically. If Edgar Cayce really had a more-than-average evolved spiritform, there would
be the requirement of a longer time span to exist in the realm of the other world (Jenseits), in
order to digest and to build up the new consciousness-block.

January 28, 2012:
Question:
Do babies/Spirits Choose thier 'Parents' (or maybe friends) before they come/enter into this world? or is it
Random? The reason i ask is becuase of Traits or characteristics learned.
Thanks
No, they don't. It's not random in the sense that human beings understand the term. It's a Fügung, an
application of the law of cause and effect, through the creational laws. It's the same principle as
insemination/procreation.
* Fügung = causal foreordination
January 28, 2012:
Hi Billy
How do we know that reincarnation really exists.
I still find it difficult to understand why we are here. There has to be more to it. Are we missing something
important?
If there was no reincarnation of the spirit form and the evolving overall consciousness-block which creates
a new consciousness-block for each new life, Earth (or any other planet) would be populated by idiots only
who had no higher knowledge and could not accomplish anything. There would be no progress, no
knowledge, no wisdom etc.
Reincarnation is an evolutionary process which enables and secures the storage of knowledge that can be
used (and based upon) in the next lives. This, in turn, makes it possible that the human being can evolve
consciousness-related.
March 26,2012:
Hello Eduard,
I have taken your previous answer to heart.
My thoughts about the transition of a very highly developed human into the high council are that the
transition occurs after physical death, the spirit and its overall consciousness-block, and a fine-elemental
body move over into the level of the high-council, where it stays in an ever increasingly finer form until
entry into the level Arahat Athersata, can you shed your light on this?
There's no sense going into details because you cannot make use of it anyway. What matters is how life's
values are implementated into one's own life.
What can be said regarding the transition process from the material world via level of High Council to
Arahat Athersata: It's an automatism. Depending on a person's (and his descendant-personalities') efforts
and intelligence etc., the process to gain "entrance" into the High Council realm encompasses
between 40 and 60 million years. Based on the 60 million, it takes an average of 18 million
years incarnated as a human being, and 42 million years in the "Jenseitsbereich" (other
world).

Oct. 28,2012:
Hello Billy and Christian:
I was discussing with some friends about the first spirit form incarnating in a human body for the first
time, and we know that from that point on the human must learn from nature, its laws to procure the
evolution of the spirit form. From this learning process, the human gathers knowledge in the spirit form
for the future reincarnations, or does the spirit form contain all knowledge from the beginning of its
creation, and the human simply matches/compares knowledge through experiencing life. In other words,
is the spirit form "empty" when reincarnating for the first time, or does it contain all knowledge that is not
available to us, but only through living many lives?
When the human spirit-form enters a human body for the first time, it is neutral and has no knowledge.
During the following re-incarnations, knowledge is “fed” through the material consciousness (via thoughts
and feelings).

Oct.28,2012:
Dear Billy,
Please accept my warmest greetings from California.
I have an only 18 year old son, with special needs in the area of communication. He feels very wise and
has led us down the path to finding your spiritual teachings. He feels like an old Spirit, for lack of a better
description.
Yet I have been told that the Spirit Form of children with special needs are new and young spirits who are
just beginning their learning phase.
Please help me understand if and how the Spirit Form of children with special needs are different?
There are no new spirits or spirit-forms anymore here on Earth.
Your son’s problem has nothing to do with the spirit-form, but with the consciousness and the psyche.
(Note by CF: And probably a malfunctioning brain or some other physical malfunction may also play a
role.
All human beings who live on our planet have a spirit-form that has already incarnated many
times.)
July 27, 2013:
Now, my question then, has to do with what was exchanged on the English FIGU forum, where it was said
(by youself) that "language," being culturally tied, is a factor in the spirit-form's re-entry to the next
physical body. What I would like is a more clearly stated set of conditions -- that is my question. Here are
just some things I contemplated on -- they are not questions but hopefully you can tie your answer to
clarify this central question concerning the role of language/culture in the process governing
reincarnation:
* When a planet such as Earth is freshly populated with new physical "human" forms where no language
existed
* When a family that is bi-lingual and more
* When a person is bi-lingual and more
* When spirit form has a vibrational match with expecting parents on the other side of the planet that is of
the same language/culture or different
* When a spirit form has remained in the fine-matter world for much longer than the average "wait" time
for re-entry (like 5 times the normal cycle of rebirth) due to region/cultural binds
* When a person dies before living a full life -- there is a documented case of one person having
reincarnated two more times in the same family due to murder (for a total of three personalities in one
family's lifetime). This is clearly within the guideline of language/culture.
* In a previous answer you gave to another, it was mentioned that spiritform that physically died in freespace would go to the nearest planet and how this ties to language/cultural selection
I and many others would appreciate greatly an expanded explanation of this relationship.
Salome.
Language is not a factor regarding the reincarnation of a spirit-form into a certain embryo. It’s the
cultural-consciousness-based factors which are decisive for the location of a reincarnation. Hat matters is
the existing level of evolution (consciousness-based) at the time of a person’s death.
(Note by CF = an example: The spirit-form of a Swiss person, who lived here all life, or a part of it, and is
used to the way of thinking and the culture and level of knowledge etc. etc. in Switzerland, will
reincarnate in Europe again, but not necessarily in Switzerland, but probably also in Austria or Germany or
France etc, where a similar level of consciousness-based culture and way of life etc. etc. exists.
If a person from, e.g., Afghanistan, migrates to Switzerland or Germany etc., lives the rest of his/her life
here and gets used to the way of thinking, the traditions, the culture in the center countries of Europe,
learns the language, etc., then the spririt-form of that person may reincarnate in Europe in a next
existence, and not again in Afghanistan or Pakistan or India etc.
If in a family of immigrants in Switzerland there’s a family member who does only live within his/her
family, does not learn German or French etc, does only watch TV programs from his/her homeland, then
such a person’s spirit-form will reincarnate in his/her original homeland or surrounding
countries/cultures.)

July 27, 2013:
Hello Billy and Christian,
I hope you both are well and healthy.
Regarding evolution and wisdom, upon death the knowledge gained by a human being is passed on to
his/her next incarnation as wisdom.
Question: can you better explain this statement with an example? even a basic example would do, to
understand it better.
Thank you very much.
Upon death knowledge and wisdom are stored in the storage-banks. That knowledge, and its essence
(wisdom), is/are continually released in a next existence = next life. This ensures that in an actual life,
information = knowledge from previous existences can be used again and built on, which guarantees a
steady evolution.
(Note by CF: This means, that during one’s lifetime, impulses are „appearing“ in one’s conciousness which
can [but must not] be „detected“ and then used to gain further knowledge.)
October 27, 2013:
My question is: (In regard to reincarnation) Whether it be special love bonds between spouses or deep
family bonds, or the most evolution in certain geographical places, how does the spirit form of the human
being designate where and through whom it incarnates (reincarnates)? What factors play a role and why?
Salome Robyn
The spirit-form does not „designate“; quite to the contrary, it „is designated“ according to creational laws.
Billy does not know how this works, but of course everything depends on Schwingungen (swinging
waves).
March 23, 2014:
Dear Billy
I refer to the spirit-form of Androids.
It was mentioned that Androids are enlivened by an artificially created spirit-form, i.e. they have no
IMEDMAN spirit-form.
My Question is : Would these artificially created spirit-form also observe the creative natural laws of
reincarnation?
OMEDAM is the word.
The android spirit-forms are also capable of reincarnation, but not as human beings, but only
as androids with android consciousness-forms.
April 28, 2014:
Billy,
Ptaah said the the impulses left by the Bafath will affect people on this planet for several hundred more
years. Now, everytime I think about the Bafath, I get very angry and I will never get over it.
Now my question,
Billy can the Andromedan High Council or Arahat Athersata get rid of the residual impulses left by the
Bfath; can you please explain?
Basically, such impulses are stored personality-based (persönlichkeitsmässig) and will „hit“/influence only
the new personality in a next reincarnation of the spirit-form in question. This means that terrestrial
human beings will not be hit by these „residual impulses“.
Anyone who lives (thinks, feels and acts) according to the creational laws and recommendations will not
get into such swinging waves (Schwingungen) and, therefore, will not be affected.
(Note by CF: People who are reading information like the one about the impulses and the Bafaths should
avoid creating confusion and emotions, like fear, hate, etc., but keep in mind one of the basic principles of
the spiritual teaching, namely that controlling one’s thoughts is the main thing and focus where the

human being more or less decides about his/her life and destiny etc. etc. and can develop kind of a
protection against external negative influences, etc.)
* persönlichkeitsmässige = personality-based, personality-related
* Schwingungen = swinging waves
August 25, 2014
Hello Billy and Christian
My question is once the spirit enters the embryo on the 21st day how long into the pregnancy does the
foetus have to be before it can interact with the parents even just at a subconscious and unconscious level
with the stimulus that the parents provide for him/her whether in thoughts, voice/sound, feelings or
touch?
During pregnancy it is a one-way process from the mother and father etc. to the fetus, i.e. the fetus only
receives. This happens unconsciously and non-consciously. These „outside impulses“ are building the
Grundcharakter (basic character), followed by the Erziehungs- and Selbsterziehungscharakter (educational
and self-educational character).
October 28, 2014:
-Hi Billy and Christian
Even before a child is born and is gestating in the mothers womb would talking aloud the spiritual
teachings to the child help improve and train certain abilities of the child which would enhance his/her
chance at a spiritual life when born?.
What matters is how and what the mother is thinking and how she is „building up“ her psyche. Her way of
thinking etc. is transferred as impulses to the unborn child.
(Note by CF: It is not required that the mother reads the spiritual teaching aloud. What matters is that
she lives according to the spiritual-natural laws and recommendations.)
-Could you please explain Creational foreordination? Meaning, what it is,how It is possible to have certain
events transpire in your life for sure,and how it "seemingly" creates a contradiction with having 100% free
will.
Thank you Billy and Christian for all the years of answering people's questions.
„Creational foreordination“ does not exist. Everything is constantly „foreordinated“ in the course of the
individual’s life. The way a person thinks and acts (cause) will bring about an effect which is stored in the
storage banks.
In order that certain events will transpire in the future (as is the case with the Nokodemion spirit-form)
there’s the „assistance“ of the Arahat Atersata level required.
The free will is based on one’s thinking, on ideas and wishes, motivation, decision, will power and,
consequently, their realisation.
November 23, 2014 :
Hello dear Billy and Christian:
Now that we know what happens after we die, I have no longer any fear related to the passing from this
world to the other. However, lately I have been developing some concerns about reincarnating in such
terrible conditions on this planet. My life right is very good and the thought of reincarnating to bad parents
has me very worried sometimes. What would you recommend me and us to do in order to accept this
inevitable fate? Thank you truly for your time and patience.
Since your next personality will not remember this actual lifetime there’s absolutely no need to worry. You
cannot influence your next life from the actual life. However, what you can do now is to make the best out
of this life, i.e. live according to the creational-natural laws as good as possible.
(Note by CF: Just as it is or has been the case in this life, where you were able to achieve a good life, the
same is possible again in next existences. Wat you learn in this life, will or may bring you some benefit in
your next personality‘s existence.)

March 01, 2015 :
Hello,
Does one's spirit-form always incarnate in the same astrological sign of the zodiac?
No.

Hello Billy,
Since the population on Earth is growing at such rapid pace, I was wondering if all the spirit-form that
take birth on Earth had previous births on Earth or could there be new or other worldly spirits with no
previous births on Earth? I know each spirit form is bound to take birth on the planet where he died but
since the current population is 7bn and there haven't been so many people on earth before so I wanted to
know if thats possible.
There’s no need to activate new spirit-forms on Earth because already 129 milliard/billion (according to
Arahat Athersata’s information) spirit-forms have at least once been activated/incarnated/reincarnated.
However, most of them are inactive.
April 26, 2015:
Grüezi mittenand Billy and Christian,
Could you please explain how the gender of a child is determined? I remember reading that it is formed
when the consciousness block and the personality block are formed at the time the spirit form enters the
fetus at 21 days gestation but earth science tells us that it is determined by the sperm from the male at
conception by contributing either X or Y chromosome. Is this because we are speaking of more than one
aspect when it comes to gender?
Billy does not know when exactly the gender of a child is determined. It’s a process in the early
development.
However, the consciousness-block has no influence.
unknown date:
Dear Billy and Christian,
I know that Religion has about 800 years left on this planet. I also know that 4/5 of earth humanity
suffers from Gotteswahnglaube (Gotteswahn und Gotteswahnkrankehit). I have been reading your books
(Kelch der Wahrheit, Om and so many others) and striving for my personal evolution for some years now
and will continue to do so until the end of my days or I run out of books- my question is do you think I
can in my future incarnations I can avoid being born into a religious family or if that is not possible do you
think I could draw on my impulses from the storage banks to break my consciousness free from the
religious enslavement of Religion? In my future incarnations I wish to break free so I can find out about
the mission, study again,and live my future incarnations with Wahrheit, Wissen, Weisheit, Liebe, Freiheit,
Frieden, and Harmonie.
In about 800 years from now a greater number of people will begin to think about reality and getting
away from religious belief.
In your case, and in the case of everyone, there is no guarantee that your spiritform will be born into a
non-religious family.This, however, is no obstacle as several examples of FIGU members prove who were
capable to detach themselves from the religious upbringing in religious families.
Each person with his personality must find his way anew in each incarnation, to find the truth in reality.
* Glossary:
Gotteswahnglaube: God-delusion-belief
Gotteswahn und Gotteswahnkrankehit: God-delusion and God-insanity
Wahrheit: truth
Wissen: knowledge
Weisheit: essence of wisdom
Liebe: love
Freiheit: freedom
Frieden: peace
Harmonie: harmony

unknown date:
Dear Billy and Christian,
Does getting a college education (Intellektleben 6th contact) in a current lifetime lead someone to be
college educated and highly trained in future lifetimes, or should one just be content focusing on gathering
wisdom, knowledge, love, and the formulation of high values etc. from studying and living (Erleben) the
spiritual teaching and fulfilling the laws and recommendations of Creation found in your books in their
current lifetime because future incarnations depend on consciousness related evolution not book wisdom
and school knowledge (pattern knowledge)?
Salome
Corey
A „No“ to the first part of your question, and a „Yes“ to the rest of it which begins with „or should one…“.
unknown date:
Dear Billy and Christian,
I read in the book "Rund um die Fluidalenergie resp. Fluidalkräfte and andere Dinge" that creamation is
not recommended because when the skeleton is burned or destroyed it ceases the return-connections
(Rückverbindungen) to your previous lifetimes Fluidal energy through the subsoncious (Unterbewusstsein)
in future incarnations and you are born underdeveloped. On page 243 it states that if your skeleton is
destroyed so is the return-connection-possibility for that destroyed lifetime's skeleton as well as all other
previous intact skeletons that remain...does that apply to house fires (charred but intact skeleton) and
dying in a nuclear war due to atomic fire (skeleton turned to ash in seconds)?
Yes. But if the skeleton remains intact, there remain some of the fluidal forces as well.
*= note: for those that cannot read German = the radius for accessing your predecessor personalities’
residual fluidal forces housed in your predecessor personalities’ bones is 3 light seconds, or 900,000
Kilometers. The radius of the Earth is between 6,353 and 6,384 Kilometers (fluctuation due to fact that
Earth is not perfect sphere, but slightly elliptical.), so no matter what continent on Earth you are reborn
into, your future self will be able to access your previous bones as long as you are not cremated. Mars is
too far away to access former Earth bones, as Mars is anywhere from 54.6 million Kilometers to 401
million Kilometers (fluctuation = Martian elliptical orbit around sun).
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------End verbatim Q & A. Translated below are 3 OM (Omfalon Murado) verses to reflect upon, to encourage
one to think leading thoughts about the reincarnation information contained inside this free PDF:
OM 14:19: “The human being then lives in manifold succession, ranging in birth and life, and in death and
rebirth, so that the unstoppable evolution and the fulfillment of the culmination point towards BEING
(Creational Life) is given.”
OM 14:19: “Es lebet der Mensch also in vielfacher Folge, eingeordnet in Geburt und Leben, und in Tod und
Wiedergeburt, so gegeben ist die unaufhaltsame Evolution und die Erfüllung des Zieles zum SEIN
(Schöpfungsleben).”
OM 14:20: “And by this is said, that the human being does not only live once, but that he lives again and
again, through birth and death and rebirth, which is in endless succession.”
OM 14:20: “Und gesaget ist dadurch, dass der Mensch nicht lebet nur einmal, sondern dass er lebet
wieder und wieder, durch Geburt und Sterben und Wiedergeburt, die da sind in endloser Folge.”
OM 14:21: “And truly by this given that the human being in the life after his life, thus in the next life, is
able to reap the fruits of what he has planted in the previous life, because of that he should always take
care to lead his life in a manner that complies with Creation, just as a righteous fair one.
OM 14:21 “ Und warhlich, es ist dadurch gegeben, dass der Mensch im Leben nach seinem Leben und so
also im nächsten Leben die Früchte dessen erntet, was er hat gepflanzet im Leben zuvor, weshalb er
stetig sei darauf bedacht, sein Leben zu führen in schöpfungsgefälliger Form, und als rechtschaffener
Gerechter gleichsam.”
*= note regarding OM 14:21: in the explanation to this verse, Billy roughly said that generally if one lives
a good life, one overall lived their earlier lives as good, and if one lives a bad life, one overall lived their

earlier lives as bad. In my opinion this is one of the strong reasons why our planet desperately needs the
places of fulfillment of guidelines (“Goblet of the Truth” 2:197, 2:233, 2:388, 3:146, 4:25, 4:33, 4:47,
4:82, 4:122, 5:33, 5:50, 5:55, 6:125, 7:04, 8:68-8:71, 9:99. “Talmund of Jmmanuel 2011 edition”
chapter 12:1-12:22, 12:48. “The Way to Live” verse 454 [fulfillment of guidelines explanation]) so
banished fallible ones can be rehabilitated, to allow them to learn from their mistakes in an evolutive
manner, while harshly requiring them to generate their own existence by farming in free nature in isolated
islands/isolated land-tracts, and also the fallible ones would have access to the spiritual teaching. Like the
“Goblet of the Truth” 21:17 states, though the law of contrariness and through great effort: “each thief or
deceiver can become honest, the angry mild, the immoderate modest, and the angstful courageous.”

